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Executive Summary 

• ETNO welcomes the possibility to contribute to the EEC 
consultation document related to using SMS in support of 
accessing services of Social Importance.  

• ETNO remains committed to ensuring the best useable outcome 
for the vulnerable groups who are the intended beneficiaries of 
these services. 

• ETNO is however not convinced that the use of SMS to access 
116xxx social service numbers represents any additional value to 
the potential users nor does it meet any demand being mindful of 
the complexity of using SMS for these services.   

 

Introduction  

ETNO welcomes the possibility to contribute to the ECC consultation 
document seeking to use 116xxx within the SMS environment to 
access services of social importance. It is entirely appropriate that 
alternate means of access are explored to ensure the best possible 
outcome for vulnerable users. 

However, consideration of using e.g. SMS to access 116xxx services 
should take a realistic approach to this option, noting the complexity 
of the way SMS numbers are handled today as described below. Also 
ETNO is not convinced that the use of SMS to access 116xxx social 
service numbers represents any additional value to the potential users 
nor is there any evidence to suggest that deployment does meet any 
demand to a degree that justifies deployment of the complexity of the 
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approach. Finally it should be recalled that the introduction of 116xxx 
already has placed a financial burden on the 116 service providers 
organisations, which now have to comply with the 116 requirements 
and for whom the use of SMS may inflict additional operational costs.   

Issues 

The draft document raises issues in the following areas:  

Conflicts in service scope  

Some of the services planned under 116 may already exist with 
alternate numbering resources, and to utilise SMS in the manner 
envisaged may result in an overlap (in scope) with existing 
commercial services. The concept of "social value" differs from one 
country to another, which may also result in SMS utilisation of 116 
services negatively impacting commercial services already in place. 

Numbering plan management & overlap  

Mobile shortcodes are sometimes - if not generally - managed by 
bodies from the mobile industry which are independent from the 
NRAs. This approach has two consequences: 

1. The initiative should make sure that 116[xx…] isn't already in use 
for such services; the risk for 116xyz overlapping existing number 
ranges applies to "hard operators" but also to their MVNOs, which 
have their own individual SMS numbering plans in some cases. 

2. SMS numbers have specific requirements in terms of routing 
process, activation, interactions between service providers, 
conditions of use, fees, which are not similar to those applicable to 
short codes. Replicating the same approach that is used for 
commercial services for services of social importance could 
inevitably create conflicts. 

Technical constraints  

Utilising SMS for services of social importance raises several issues 
e.g.: 

1. The text of the proposed decision implies roaming users having an 
interest in the service. Whilst the 'bottom line idea' of the decision 
is to align the voice service and the SMS short codes, unlike phone 
call dial strings, the SMS digit strings are not analysed by a 
server/switching centre in the visited network: the SMS Centre is 
always in the home network, which would result in the 116xyz 
always being routed to the same service provider, regardless of 
roaming. Although it is possible for a SMS Centre in the visited 
network to broadcast SMSs to roaming users, the SMSs sent by 
these users are routed to the home network SMS Centre. The 
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impact of this inconsistency within the service therefore needs to 
be understood, and if appropriated the scope amended 
accordingly. 

2. 6 digit numbers are not supported by some SMS implementations 
in fixed networks.  If upgrades proved necessary for such 
platforms, it is unclear how the cost would be recovered.  

3. Unlike the handling of voice call to 116xxx services that is handled 
free of cost for the calling party, to be compliant with the EC 
requirement, the same business process is not present for SMS.  At 
the technical level in many networks the functionality enabling 
freephone SMS is not implemented. To make this functionality 
available will necessarily incur comprehensive work at a cost 
which will have to be recovered presumably from the 116 service 
provider.  This cost recovery reflects the fact that the provision of 
SMS freephone will be a specific implementation made for the sole 
purpose of creating solutions for 116 service providers, as no other 
commercial demand may currently exist.   

Terminology  

The term "end-user" of the proposed decision is ambiguous. The terms 
"sender" or even "caller" would be preferable. The "end user" of a 
freephone service number for example is generally understood to be 
the service provider that uses that number, i.e. the recipient of the call. 
If its "free for the end-user", the operator bears the cost, which would 
be contradictory with the "considering d)" of the proposed text. 

Conclusion 

ETNO believes that the utilisation of 116 for SMS has a number of 
outstanding technical, operational and commercial issues that require 
further consideration before being agreed.  ETNO remains willing to 
meet with the relevant European Commission or ECC team to explain 
this further if required. 


